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Production lines are very advanced systems composed of many different elements. 
Their functioning, efficiency and security depend on the communication of all the subsystems 
which are the parts of the production line. Industrial networks allow fast transmission of 
necessary large data to ensure production continuity.  
I will present the history of networks used in production lines from the first industrial 
networks standards like ModBus to the new ones, for example Industrial Ethernet. Moreover, 
I will show you not only their types, the advantages and disadvantages of used solutions, but 
also the tools that help organising them. 
New communication standards also bring new problems to solve, such as security. We 
can connect more then one production line with the bigger network of lines but we must carry 
more about security of networks because many systems are connected with the Internet. 
 We use better standards for production lines to make them faster, more safe and more 
efficient. I will also mention the problems in their development and future of Industrial 
Communications systems. 
